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Regenerative/Vacuum Air Street Sweeper

74HP Tier 4 VW Engine offers exceptional fuel consumption of 1.5 Gal/Hour.
Availability of specific sweeping modes (Vacuum Mode & Regenerative Mode)
Powerful Suction Fan operates hydraulically, Step-Up Gearbox and belt Drive systems are not necessary, greatly reducing maintenance costs.
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The Global M3 is the toughest 3-Wheel Sweeper in the industry! The Global M3 is purpose-built designed with reliability, unprecedented safety, low maintenance, ease of use, and the lowest operating cost per swept mile compared to competitive units. The Global M3 offers enhanced features not found in any other 3 wheel sweeper including an amazing 12.5 foot turning radius, low center of gravity, exceptional visibility and the largest hopper capacity in its class. For best performance Global M3 includes 115HP John Deere engine, largest in its class, offering lower fuel consumption and powerful sweeping system.

GLOBAL M4 / GLOBAL M4HSD

From the modern, comfortable and well-appointed operator’s cab, to the toughest and most rugged mechanical sweeping system ever built, the Global M4 is designed to take on the worst of the worst sweeping conditions such as construction site clean-up, state highway sweeping, and road resurfacing including millings, heavy sand and chip seal. The Global M4 is a hydrostatic drive machine with a wealth of unique features: Compact design gives exceptional maneuverability, visibility, and operator comfort for unsurpassed safety.

- Lifetime warranty on optional stainless steel hopper.
- High visibility for operator and pedestrian safety.
- Optional PM-10 water system improves air quality.
- Safe design with high visibility and fingertip controls.

The Global M4HSD (High Side Dump) is changing the way we sweep today! It is tough, rugged and built to last, incorporating Heavy Sweep Package with 18.5 foot turning radius, not only the best choice for municipalities and governmental agencies. The Global M4HSD is designed to sweep in the toughest conditions such as road millings, heavy sand and chip seal. With 5 Cu. Yd. (Liter- able Capacity) and lowest dumping floor level design the Global M4HSD can load 3 tons of load every minute. Smooth hydrostatic drive with infinite speed control while sweeping offering speeds up to 14 mph in sweeping mode and travel speeds up to 65 mph.

Superior sweeping performance with a balanced system, dirt conveyor overthrow system, heavy-duty equal-width pick-up brooms, and unmatched elevator system to ensure smooth and even material flow. Single Engine Design offers great savings on fuel and maintenance.

- Rear Dump 5.6 Cu.Yd. Hopper discharges into a Dump Truck.
- Centrally located Hydraulic Manifolds with all Hydraulic Lines outside of the frame for easy serviceability.
- Easy access to all sweeping components, Engine and filters allow for improved serviceability.
- 11-Flight elevator System with Standard leaf Gate Systems in designed to work in all conditions.
- High-visibility Cab-Over Design for operator and pedestrian safety.
- Full Suspension available for improved comfort and higher Travel Speeds.
- 47” Gutter brooms and Long Lasting Dirt Shoes significantly lower Total Cost of operation.
- The best Turning Radius of 12.5 Feet beats all competitive units.

GLOBAL R3AIR

Purpose-built designed with reliability, unprecedented safety, low maintenance, and ease of use represent the foundation of the Global R3AIR. Large 32” Diameter Suction Fan, combined with Large 32” x 78” Pick-UP head, 5.8 Cu. Yd. Stainless Steel Hopper equals lots of suction power. The Global R3AIR sweeper is not just the most maneuverable Regenerative Air-Type Street Sweeper on the market, with Silence Package it is also quiet, refined, offering the best visibility in its class!

- Regenerative Air-Type Street Sweeper featuring 12.5 Foot Turning Radius
- Large 32” Dia. Fan offers unsurpassed sweeping experience
- Silence Package for quiet operation
- Powerful, Single Engine Design allows for lower maintenance costs, reduced Fuel consumption
- Comfortable Cab offers great visibility and safety for the operator and pedestrians.